Details of schemes for two tabletop size x-ray lasers that require a high-intensity short-pulse driving laser are discussed. The first is based on rapid recombination following optical-field ionization. Analytical and numerical calculations of the output properties are presented. Propagation in the confocal geometry is discussed and a solution for x-ray lasing in Li-like N at 247 A is described. Since the calculated gain coefficient depends strongly on the electron temperature, the methods of calculating electron heating following field ionization are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of low cost tabletop size x-ray lasers is critical if x-ray lasers are to become as common a laboratory tool as infrared, optical, and ultraviolet lasers. The major factor that makes the cost of x-ray lasers prohibitively high for small laboratory operation is the size and cost of the driving laser. With this in mind, the primary objective of this paper is to discuss an approach to tabletop x-ray lasing based on recombination following optical-field ionization of a plasma by a high-intensity short-pulse driving laser. I -8 We summarize the extensive theoretical work that has been done on this optical-field-ionized (OFI) x-ray laser scheme and discuss some recent experiments that have obtained some very promising results. In addition, we discuss an x-ray scheme based on inner-shell photoionization (ISPI) that also requires a high-intensity short-pulse driving laser.9-11 The ISPI scheme requires driving lasers with energies approximately a factor of 10 greater than what is available currently, but would operate at wavelengths significantly shorter than current x-ray lasers.
The majority of current x-ray lasers reach the desired ionization state through collisions with free electrons heated by a large optical driving laser. 12 While advances in technology are reducing the size and cost for the required driving lasers,13 they are still out of the range of most universities and small research laboratories. Even with advances that would allow 1-5 kJ lasers to fit on large optical tables, the x-ray laser schemes using these lasers are better referred to as laboratory-size rather than tabletop size systems. *Paper 913, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 38, 2099 . tlnvited speaker.
In contrast, the proposed OFI x-ray laser has small enough energy requirements to be called a tabletop system. The major reason for the reduced energy requirements is that the oscillatory electric field associated with the driving laser ionizes the x-ray lasing plasma directly, rather than indirectly, through free-electron collisions. Optical field ionization occurs when the oscillatory electric field becomes comparable to the Coulomb field, holding the electrons to the nucleus.
14 An efficient way to have a long length of atoms/ions exposed to the large electric field is to use a confocal geometry allowing for a spot focus rather than the conventional line focus used in transverse pumping. The density of the lasant material is sufficiently low, such that depletion of the driving laser pulse is usually not an issue, except for very short (At < 50 fs) pulses. The low input energy requirements (E in < 1 J) of this x-ray laser scheme allow for the possibility of high repetition rates (10-1000 Hz). High repetition rates are critical for most pump/probe experiments, and for many material science experiments, such as photoelectron spectroscopy. 15 The ISPI approach to x-ray lasing also requires a highintensity short-pulse driving laser, but has significantly higher input energy requirements because the ionization mechanism is more indirect than the OFI scheme, or even conventional collisional x-ray laser schemes. For the ISPI scheme, the inner-shell ionization is by incoherent x rays emitted from a nearby plasma that is heated and ionized by free electrons that obtain their energy from the driving laser. The advantage of the ISPI approach is that very short-wavelength (..1.< 15 A) x-ray lasing is possible.IO,l! Such short wavelengths are not possible with current collisional excitation x-ray laser schemes,. where 35 A in Nilike Au is the shortest wavelength observed to lase. 12 In fact, the shortest possible wavelength in this scheme is only 21.5 A, with Ni-like U. Short wavelengths are not possible with the OFI approach because of excessive electron heating when the scheme is extended to wavelengths of order 50 A or shorter by using higher Z ions that require higher intensities. 5 ,6 In this paper, we discuss what aspects of ISPI x-ray lasers can be studied with existing short-pulse lasers.
There are other approaches to tabletop lasing using high-intensity short-pulse drivers that we mention briefly here. For example, one approach is a variation of conventional recombination x-ray lasers using microspheres that expand and cool rapidly.16 In addition, there are approaches that do not utilize high-intensity short-pulse drivers. For example, there has been recent work on extending Ni-like schemes to longer wavelengths using a series of relatively low-intensity 100 ps pulses. 17 There has also been work on using capillary discharges as compact x-ray laser sources. 18, 19 More information on x-ray lasing and tabletop approaches is given in the proceedings of recent conferences. 12, 20 A review of OF! x-ray lasing is given in Sec. II. In Sec. II A, we calculate the output property of OFI x-ray lasers and discuss appropriate applications. We discuss ionization-induced refraction and a potential solution using large focal spots in Sec. II B. Calculations of electron heating following field ionization are discussed in Sec. II C. In Sec.
II D, we discuss recent experiments in H-like Li at 135 A.
The inner-shell photoionization approach is discussed in Sec. III, with the role of filters and electron moderators described in Sec. III A. The saturation intensity and output property of ISPI lasers are presented in Sec. III B. Experiments utilizing existing laser technology for addressing important aspects of ISPI lasing are discussed in Sec. III C. A summary with the prospects for tabletop lasing is given in Sec. IV.
II. OPTICAL-FIELD-IONIZED PLASMA SCHEMES
The OFI approach to x-ray lasing utilizes the rapid recombination following field ionization by a high-intensity short-pulse laser. One major difference of OFI plasma x-ray lasing compared to conventional recombination lasing is that cooling is not required because field ionization can produce low-energy rapidly recombining electrons. 21 ,22 Calculations predict x-ray lasing with large gain coefficients during such fast recombination.4-8 Another major difference of the OFI approach is that lasing can occur down to the ground state of the ion with H-and Li-like ions of primary interest.
The advantage of lasing to the ground state is that the energy of the lasing transition is relatively large, compared to lasing between excited states. However, a very complete emptying of the ground state during ionization is required because the upper-laser state can never have a very large population due to the rapid radiative rate down to the ground state. Calculations show that a fractional population of or greater remaining in the ground state can significantly reduce the predicted gain. 6 However, ionization is a strong function of the intensity, and calculations show that only a modest increase in intensity above the Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 1, No.5, May 1994 multi photon thereshold is required to obtain nearly complete ionization. 14 A disadvantage of lasing to the ground state is that electrons have slow exit channels out of the ground state resulting in a short duration of lasing and a reduction in the saturation intensity. Both of these factors reduce the energy that can be obtained from the laser. First, we address what output energy one would expect from the laser if saturation is obtained and what are some of the potential applications. We then discuss propagation, electron heating, and some recent experimental results.
A. Saturated output energy and potential applications
For a proposed x-ray laser scheme to be of significant interest, the output energy must be high enough to be of use for the intended applications. The output energy at saturation is approximately equal to the product of the saturation intensity, the duration of lasing, and the crosssectional area of the lasing region. We consider first the saturation intensity for OFI plasma x-ray lasers. A property of all lasers is that the output intensity increases exponentially with length until saturation is reached, whereupon the dependence on length becomes nearly linear. The saturation intensity [sat is defined as the intensity at which the gain is reduced to one-half the small-signal-gain value. The saturation intensity for the OFI laser scheme has been studied both analytically5,6,23 and numerically.7 We first discuss a simple analytical method to determine [sat and then comment on the numerical approach.
The gain coefficient gmn for a transition between upper level m and lower level n varies with time, and can be written as (1) where fl. N(t) = [N m(t) -Nn(t) hmlhnl is the population inversion density, hm(n) is the upper (lower) degeneracy, Vmn is the frequency of the lasing transition, fl.v mn is the line width that is usually determined by Stark broadening,24 and Amn=8-rre2v7nn (1 mn) em l m,p3 is the radiative decay rate, with (I mn)em being the emission oscillator strength.
The small-signal-gain coefficient is given by the above expression when the populations are not affected by stimulated emission. Let robe the flow rate per atom out of the upper-lasing level, including only nonstimulated processes. Next, define a parameter a, such that ar 0 is the net stimulated emission rate per atom under saturation intensity conditions out of the upper-lasing level:
where J sat is the specific mean saturation intensity per steradian. 6 The populations of the levels at saturation are denoted with primes, and we have dropped the explicit time dependence. Equating the small-signal outward flow from the upper-lasing level to the outward flow at saturation gives N'". = N ml (1 + a) . Assuming that the decay rate out of the lower-laser level is negligible, the satura-tioo population in the lower-lasing level is N~ = N n + Nma/(l + a}. Using that the saturation intensity conditions are defined to occur when the gain is reduced to one-half the small-signal gain, the populations satisfy
Using this relation and the expressions for N'". and N~, we may thus determine a and the specific saturation intensity through Eq. The effect of gain narrowing is included by the addition of the ~gmnLsat term, where L sat is the lasing length required to reach saturation. The lower-lasing level influences the saturation intensity through the degeneracy h n • This expression is valid when the lower-laser state does not have an exit channel. A very large lower-state degeneracy (hn>h m ), has the same effect on J sat as having a rapid exit channel out of the lower-laser state. However, when h n < h m and there is no exit channel, there is a significant reduction in J sat compared to the schemes with a rapid exit channel. For example, in H-like ions with lasing between the ground state and the first excited level h m =8 and h n =2 if fine structure is not included. The effect of not having a rapid exit channel out of the lower state results in a factor of 5 reduction in J sat for H-like ions and a factor of ¥ for Li-like ions.
In general, one must also consider fine-structure effects on the specific saturation intensity, because the energy spacing between the fine-structure levels of interest are often greater than the linewidths of the lasing transitions. We assume that the fine-structure levels are populated according to their statistical weights. We have shown that this is a good approximation for lasing in Li-like Ne. 25 Let the fraction of the statistical weights of the upper (lower) levels that reside in the lasing level be 1m (In) ' Let N n and N m be the lower-and upper-lasing level populations. Now let robe the averaged exit rate per atom in the upper shell. Following a similar procedure to the shell-averaged case, one finds a saturation intensity given by Eq. (3) increased by a factor of 1/ f m • For the 2P3/2-1sl/2 transition in H-like ions, this represents a factor of 2 increase in Jsat> while for the 3d 5/2 -2P3/2 in Li-like ions a factor of 3 is obtained. This effect is associated with the fact that the stimulated emission only operates on a fraction of the upper-shell population, while other processes, included through r o , act on the entire upper-shell population.
The above analytic treatment assumes that the collisional rates are large enough that the populations can adjust on the gain duration time scale. We refer to this as the steady-state assumption. This assumption does not need to be made in the numerical treatment, where the equations for the level populations are calculated self-consistently, including collisional and stimulated emission terms. The stimulated terms are determined by solving the angleaveraged radiation transfer equation for the transition between the m and n levels:' (4) where
is the angle-averaged specific intensity, 0 is a phenomenological solid-angle factor related to the geometry of the lasing medium, S mn = 2hv~nN mnl aN mnC2 is the spontaneous emission source function, and Y 1= 2 ( v -V mn) I a v mn is the detuning parameter for the atomic line profile. This transfer equation is solved self-consistently with the population rate equations, which include the rates associated with r 0, other nonstimulated rates, and the stimulated rates associated with lasing transitions. The stimulated emission rate ®mn is related to the atomic-line-profile-weighted specific intensity J mn =fdy/(Imn(Yt»/(1+Y7) through the standard Einstein relation: ®mn=J mnAmnc2 12hv~1l' To evaluate J mil' we consider Eq. (4) beyond the spontaneous emission stage, i.e., g mnZ > 1, solve for (I mn (y / ,z,!) >, and carry through the integration over YI by the method of steepest descents:
where 7(Z,t) = F dz ' gmn(z',t) is the gain length, and the range of integration extends only over amplifying regions,
In order to compare the analytical expression of J sat with the numerical model for saturation, we use the lasing length L sat determined from the numerical model. The comparison is given in Fig. 1 for a parameter space, where lasing in Li-like neon at 98 A is calculated to have a high-energy efficiency (EoutfEin> 10-6 ), assuming beam propagation is not a problem. 6 The better agreement at higher densities is because the product of the gain duration and the collision frequency is an increasing function of density, which acts to validate the underlying steadystate assumption implicit in our analytic formulation.
The output energy at saturation is a product of the frequency-and angle-integrated intensity J mn (z,t) -z/J.v mn 2rrJ mn , the duration of lasing, and the crosssectional area. The duration of lasing is determined by the filling of the lower-laser state, which scales as 1/ A mn , except at high densities, where collisional filling is important. The fast radiative rates result in a gain duration of approximately 1-10 ps for the ions of interest. For confocal geometry, the output energy efficiency, Eou/Ein' does not depend on the cross-sectional area of lasing. We find that the energy efficiency is approximately 10-6 (comparable to conventional x-ray laser schemes) with significantly higher values possible if the driving laser can be focused for a number of saturation lengths. s ,6,8 Therefore, the predicted output energies of OF! x-ray lasers are in the JLJ range given the input constraint of Ein< 1 J.
Although the output energy per pulse is low compared to conventional x-ray lasers, which have outputs in the mJ range, the OF! laser can operate at much higher repetition rates because of the smaller input energy requirements. Thus, OF! x-ray lasers can bridge the gap between conventional x-ray lasers and the quasicontinuous output of synchrotrons. With the recent advances in driving lasers, these three sources of coherent x rays can have comparable average power when operating at the narrow bandwidth (IJ.A/tt-z 10-4 ), associated with x-ray lasers. Conventional x-ray lasers have large but relatively infrequent pulses that are appropriate for imaging biological objects 26 or for studying dilute short-lived samples, such as free clusters. 15 Synchrotrons are appropriate for looking at time-independent phenomena and where continuous tunability in wavelength is required. However, for many pump/probe and time-dependent experiments, a high repetition rate OF! x-ray laser would be a more useful and much less expensive x-ray source than a synchrotron. For example, an OF! x-ray laser would be an ideal tool for time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy of surfaces. The discrete tunability, obtained by using different lasing ions, allows the study of different core levels. Continuous tunability, which is not currently available currently with x-ray lasers, is not required, because the energy of the ejected photoelectron is measured to determine the binding energy given a known photon energy. The photon energy is known accurately because of the narrow bandwidth of the x-ray laser. The number of photons per pulse is desired to be large, but below the limit associated with excessive space charge effects. The pJ OF! x-ray laser pulses provide the appropriate number of photons per pulse. 15 The above discussion gives the output properties of saturated OF! x-ray lasers and their potential applications. We now address potential problems and recent experiments.
B. Propagation Issues and lasing in Li-like N
A potential problem for OF! plasma x-ray lasers is ionization-induced refraction associated with the confocal geometry. In general, as the laser is focused into a gas or plasma, the highest intensity is on the axis. This results in the highest degree of ionization, and therefore the largest electron density on axis. The electron density gradient in the transverse direction associated with the transverse inPhys. Plasmas, Vol. 1, No.5, May 1994 tensity profile can result in a significant refraction of the ionizing pulse. The angle that a ray of the ionizing pulse bends after traveling a distance z is27 (6) where nc=1Tme(c/ett) 2 is the critical density, ne is the electron density, Ln=b 2 /r(2In 2) is the transverse intensity gradient scale length, and r is the transverse radial coordinate. We have assumed that ne is proportional to the transverse intensity. Propagation calculations that self-consistently include the resulting electron density gradient and the effect of the transverse intensity profile changing, as a result of refraction and depletion of the pulse through ionization, are needed to more accurately address this problem. Keeping with our simple model, we identify an x-ray lasing length ZR with the distance a ray travels before its transverse displacement doubles. This length is found by setting 0 R =r/z, giving
ZR=b1ne~~

2·
The length does not depend on r for the assumed Gaussian transverse intensity profile or for any other profile that is a function of ?
A simple solution for the problem of ionizationinduced refraction is to use a larger focal spot size.
8 For a given amount of driving laser energy, this means a drop in intensity and the necessity of choosing an element with a lower ionization potential. Here Li-like N with lasing at 247 A requires an intensity of approximately 3 X 10 16 W cm-2 to achieve the required ionization using a 100 fs duration pulse. Only 150 mJ is required for a spot size of 40 JLm, which for a peak electron density of 5 X 10 19 cm -3, and a driving wavelength of 0.25 JLm gives a lasing length of approximately 2 mm with refraction. For an electron temperature of 10 eV, we calculate a gain coefficient of approximately 30 cm -1. This would give a gain-length product of 6, which would be more than a factor of 100 above spontaneous emission.
8 A plot of the ratio of lasing emission to spontaneous emission for two different densities and a range of laser beam waist radii is shown in Fig.  2 for an electron temperature of 10 eV. A beam waist radius of 40 JLm should provide clear evidence of Li-like N lasing for densities of order 2.5X 10 19 cm-3 and higher provide the electron temperature is 10 e V or less.
It is possible that the problem of ionization-induced refraction can be solved by other means. One approach is to obtain a very flat transverse intensity profile, or even one with a local minimum on axis. There has been some success with this approach, but at lower densities than required for OF! lasing. 28 Another approach is to create a plasma channel with a minimum in the density on axis prior to field ionization. Recent experiments show that this approach has some promise. 29 The major question with creating a channel is whether the required initial conditions of moderate density and low temperature can be obtained inside the channel. 
C_ Calculation of electron heating
A low ambient electron temperature following field ionization is critical for the success of the OFI x-ray laser scheme. Field ionization has the potential of leaving the ionized electrons with relatively little energy, because electrons ionized near the peak of the slowly varying laser electric field return the majority of their large oscillatory energy back to the field as the pulse leaves the plasma. Since the ionization rate is a strong function of the electric field, the majority of the ionization occurs near the peak of the field. The heating associated with the energy that the electrons do not return to the laser field is referred to as above-threshold-ionization (A TI) heating, and has been considered by a number of authors. 3 ,21,22,30 The amount of energy associated with the phase mismatch between the instant of ionization and the peak of the oscillatory electric field depends on the oscillation or quiver velocity of the electron, and hence on the wavelength of the applied laser. In all calculations of A TI, a clear benefit is predicted in using shorter wavelengths for the ionizing pulse. Recent experiments using a laser operating at 0.8 /-Lm to ionize low-density He (7 X 10 8 atomsl cm 3 ) measured the A TI energy spectrum. 31 A single temperature fit to the data gives 30 eV, which is comparable to the ionization potential of 24.6 eV. In this case, rapid recombination and lasing is not expected. In addition to using shorter wavelengths, space-charge effects can reduce A TI for some densities, as indicated by particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. 8 ,22 A calculation of A TI8 for ionizing N to a He-like ion with 0.25 /-Lm radiation, an intensity of 3 X 10 16 W Icm 2 , and a pulse duration of 100 fs found an electron temperature of order 20 eV for low density, but less than 1 eV for gas densities near 10 18 atoms/cm 3 • However, this calculation is for a 1 /-Lm laser focal spot and a higher A TI would be expected for larger focal spots. Additional experiments and theory are needed to address A TI at densities and focal spot sizes appropriate for lasing.
Collisions by the rapidly oscillating electrons is another source of electron heating during field ionization which can be estimated by taking the electron quiver en-ergy and multiplying by an electron-ion collision frequency.22,30 However, there are differences in the choice of the Coulomb logarithm In A used in the different calculations. 8 For example, the calculations of Rae and Burnett 30 predict that collsional heating is a major problem, but they did not include the correction for the large ratio of laser frequency to plasma frequency,32 which can result in a large overestimate for the heating. In contrast, the calculations of Penetrante and Bardslei 2 predict that collisional heating is not a problem, but their use of a kinetic description based on the high-Z analysis of Jones and Lee 33 is uncertain for the low-Z elements of interest. In addition, for some plasma parameters there is a low number of particles in a Debye sphere, e.g., Te= 10 eV and ne=5X 10 19 cm-3 in He-like N gives seven particles. s In this case, the Debye length is a less accurate measure of the maximum impact parameter. Additional work including velocity anisotropy and electron-electron collisions is desired to address this source of heating.
Heating associated with stimulated Raman backscatter is a major problem in extending the OFI approach to shorter wavelengths by using ions with higher ionization potentials. For Li-Iike Ne with lasing at 98 A, the use of a short duration pulse (at,lOO fs) was shown to be sufficient to limit the growth of Raman backscatter. 5 ,6 For Lilike AI with lasing at 52 A, the combination of a need for a higher laser intensity (l = 1 X 10 18 W Icm 2 ), and a higher electron density (ne= 1 X 10 21 cm-3 ) resulted in a calculated electron temperature of order I ke V from Raman heating for a 50 fs pUlse. 6 The use of a shorter pulse to reduce Raman is not practical because there is not sufficient energy in the pulse to ionize the plasma to He-like AI over a suitably large volume.
In conclusion, some experiments and theoretical calculations indicate electron heating is a major problem for OFI lasing, while others indicate that heating can be control using appropriate target and driving laser parameters. Additional experiments and calculations that are in progress or are being planned will help in resolving issues associated with this important aspect of OFI lasing.
D. Recent experiments in H-like Li
Recent experiments at the RIKEN laboratory in Japan observed faster than linear growth with increasing lasing length for the 2p--> Is or La transition at 135 A in H-like Li following field ionization by a 500 fs KrF laser operating at 0.25 J..Lm.
34 These experiments are potentially the first demonstration of OF I lasing at x-ray wavelengths. A fit of their intensity versus length gave a gain coefficient of 20 cm -1, giving a gain-length product of 4 for their maximum length of 2 mm. The observation of the time dependence of an OFI x-ray laser intensity provides important information. Lasing is expected immediately after the pump pulse, with a duration of order 10 ps for H-Iike Li. Therefore, one would expect to observe a spike of emission of this duration followed by spontaneous emission associated with continued recombination. The initial RIKEN experiments were time integrated, but ongoing experiments at RIKEN are trying to measure the time dependence of the emission. We have attempted to duplicate the RIKEN experiments using a 100 fs Ti-Sapphire laser located at the University of California campus in Berkeley.35 As at RIKEN, the plasma is obtained by laser ablation of a solid Li target and ionized by the high-intensity short-pulse laser. The laser intensity is approximately 2X 10 17 W /cm 2 , and it is operated at both the fundamental wavelength of 0.8 /-Lm and the second harmonic at 0.4 /-Lm. The time dependence of the emission is measured with a streak camera. 36 The intensity as a function oflength for the La transition at 135
A in H-like Li is shown in Fig. 3 . For ionization using the second harmonic, faster than linear growth is observed out to a length of 1.5 mm, with large scatter in the data for longer lengths with no evidence of continued nonlinear growth. Nonlinear growth is not observed for any lengths when the fundamental wavelength is used to ionize the Li. A fit of the data using the second harmonic out to 1.5 mm gives a gain coefficient of approximately 30 cm -I and a gL of 4.5, which is comparable to what was measured at RIKEN. Propagation problems, as discussed in Sec. II B, are believed to the major impediment in achieving lasing at longer lengths and thus obtaining larger gain-length products.
The time dependence of the 135 A emission is shown in . --.............. The figure suggests both good news and bad news for the possibility of OFI lasing. The good news is that the time scale for recombination is very short, which implies a low electron temperature and the possibility of large gain coefficients. The bad news is that we do not observe a large spike of emission at the beginning of the recombination, as would be expected for a gain-length product of order 4. This apparent contradiction between the length-study data and the time-resolved data underscores the need to achieve longer lasing lengths. The modeling curves in Fig. 4 give only the spontaneous emission during recombination for an electron temperature of 1 and 3 eV at an assumed electron density of 5 X 10 18 cm 3 . The lower temperature gives the best fit to the observed recombination time scale. A temperature of 1 eV is significantly below what is expected from AT! heating. 22 One possible explanation is that the removal of the outer Li electron, with an ionization potential of 5.4 eV, should be treated as two-photon ionization rather than field ionization. The photon energy for 0.4 /-Lm light is approximately 3 eV, which would result in the outer electron having an energy of order 1 eV following ionization. Another explanation is that Li did not fully recombine after laser ablation (prior to field ionization), with the remaining free electrons at a low initial temperature. The potential problem with these explanations is that the electron-electron collision time is of order 1 ps, so that one would expect significant thermalization of the 1 eV electrons with the higher-energy field-ionized electrons. A question we are addressing is whether there are a sufficient number of low-energy electrons available to have the observed rapid recombination.
The rapid recombination does indicate that the plasma conditions are appropriate for lasing. In Fig. 5 we show the calculated gain coefficients for ne=5X 10 18 cm-3 and Te= 1,3, and 5 eV. The maximum gain for 1 eV is over 100 em-I, while the maximum gain for 3 eV is over 10 cm-I . At this time, we do not have an independent measurement of electron density. While a higher electron density would allow a higher electron temperature to match the recombination time scale, the gain coefficient in this scenario would also be high. Conversely, if the electron density is lower than the assumed 5X 10 18 cm-3 , the observed rapid recombination would imply an electron temperature less than 1 eV with a corresponding high gain coefficient. The conclusions that can be drawn at this time are that there is some evidence for lasing over short lengths, that the observed fast recombination ~ime indicates that the plasma has appropriate conditions following ionization to have high gain coefficients, and that propagation of the ionizing laser pulse is a potential problem.
III. INNER-SHELL PHOTOIONIZATION SCHEME
Inner-shell photoionization pumping was one of the first x-ray laser schemes suggested.
9 The approach we discuss involves a high-intensity short-pulse laser heating a high-Z target, e.g., Au, which emits a pulse of incoherent x rays.1O After filtering, the remaining hard x rays preferentially photoionize inner-shell electrons creating a transient population inversion in the lasant material. The scheme is of interest because it offers the possibility of lasing with wavelengths from 15 down to 5 A using elements from Ne to Cl. The upper-laser state corresponds to an electron hole in the inner K shell and the lower-laser state corresponds to an electron missing from the outer L shell. The energy of the required x rays for inner-shell ionization ranges from 870 eV up to 2.8 keY for the elements of interest (Ne to CI). A high-intensity driver is needed because a large x-ray flux is required to maintain an upper-laser state population given the very rapid Auger decay process. The short duration driving pulse is required to ensure a rapid rise time for the x rays because the lower-laser state is populated primarily by electron collisional ionization of the neutral atoms, which in a short time destroys the population inversion. The addition of H as an electron moderator in the lasant material has been suggested as a way to mitigate electron collisional ionization.
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We briefly discuss the role of low-energy filters and electron moderators. Following a discussion of I sat for ISPI x-ray lasers, we discuss what experiments can be conducted with existing lasers.
A. Low-energy filters and electron moderators
Population inversion is possible for ISPI x-ray lasers because the photoionization cross section is an order of magnitude higher for inner-shell electrons, as compared to outer-shell electrons at photon energies just above the inner-shell binding energy. However, popUlation inversion requires that photons with energy below this binding energy be filtered because they would only populate the lower-laser state. The optimum filter material and thickness depends on the spectrum of the incoherent x rays and the lasant material, but we have found that filters made of Li, Be, or B with a thickness of 2-5 fLm are effective in blocking the low-energy x rays, with only a minimal reduction of higher-energy x rays that can ionize inner-shell electrons.
Electron collisional ionization of outer-shell electrons is a problem that is more difficult to control than photoionization by low-energy x rays. Collisional ionization can directly populate the lower-laser state or indirectly reduce the population inversion because of a reduction in the neutral population that feeds the upper-laser state. The second effect becomes more important for the higher-Z lasant materials that have many M-shell electrons. The electrons come from photoionization and Auger decay. One approach to mitigate this problem is the introduction of a large amount of H in the lasant material. 10 Compared to the lasant materials, the photoionization cross section for H is many order of magnitUdes lower, while the collisional cross sections for ionization and excitation of H are comparable. With the appropriate concentration of H, the majority of the x rays are absorbed by the lasant material, and most of the electron kinetic energy is absorbed by H. Calculations have used 1 % Ne in a solid Hz target lO and 15% Mg in H at a H density of 1 X 10 21 cm -3 (:::::0.1, solid),l1 giving gain coefficients in each case of order 10 em -I. For the Ne calculation, a reduction in gain of order 30% is found without using an electron moderator. In Mg the electron moderator is more important, where a factor of 10 reduction is found without using H. A mixture of LiH with a small fraction of lasant material would provide the necessary H for experiments using a spot focus discussed in Sec. III C and would avoid the need for cryogenic targets. However, for lasing experiments using a line focus, the absorption by Li of the lasing photons is a problem.
B. Saturation intenSity and output energy for ISPI schemes
Following a procedure of equating population flows with and without stimulated terms, as discussed for OFI lasers, one obtains the following expression for the saturation intensity:23
where Poz is the inner-shell photoionization rate from the neutral atom (level 0) to the upper-laser state (level 2), POI is the combination of the collisional and photoionization rates to the lower-laser state (level 1), r 0 is the outward flow rate out of level 2, including all nonstimulated processes, and ~g2lLsat is included to account for gain narrowing. The Auger rate out of level 2 is always the dominant process included in r o. In this calculation of J sat ' the exit rate out of the lower-laser level is assumed small, as in the case for OFI lasing. We find the interesting result that J sat increases with increasing pumping to the lower-laser state. A larger POI results in a faster filling of the lower-laser state and an earlier time of maximum gain. However, the value of the maximum gain is inversely proportional to POI making it more difficult to reach saturation with increasing POI' The value of J sat is important for some applications, while for others the output energy is important. To obtain the output energy, J sat is multiplied by the frequency width Av, the viewing solid angle 21r, the duration of lasing At, and the cross-sectional area A of the lasing volume. The line width is primarily determined by the natural width associated with the short time scale for 
For the case of lasing on the 2p-+ Is transition at 14.6
A in neon, and assuming the cross-sectional area of the lasing volume is 5 j-Lm 2 , one has E out =O.4 j-LJ. Our recent calculations suggest that gains of order 15 cm -I are possible using a driving laser with an intensity of 10 17 W Icm 2 and a pulse duration of 100 fs focused onto an area 5 j-Lm wide by 1 cm long. II The input energy is 5 J, giving an energy efficiency of approximately 10-7 . This efficiency is about a factor of 10 less than conventional or OFI x-ray lasers. If higher gains are obtained, saturation would occur for lengths less than 1 cm, giving higher efficiencies. In addition, the lower-laser state does have a finite exit rate associated with inner-shell ionization of the remaining K-shell electron, and for Mg and higher Z elements the lower-laser state can Auger decay. Including these, exit rates would serve to increase J sat above the value used beyond to determine E out used in Eq. (8).
C. Possible ISPI experiments using existing lasers
A line focus of order 1 cm is not possible with existing lasers, given the need for intensities of order 10 17 W Icm 2 and a corresponding energy of 5 J and greater. However, there are important nonlasing experiments that can be conducted using a spot focus and existing lasers. It has been shown that structured targets with surface grooves or made from a composite of clusters, e.g., gold black, have higher absorption of short pulses than planar targets and can generate a larger number of the hard x rays that are needed for inner-shell ionization. 37 We model grooved targets as an ensemble of planar exploding foils and find that a rise time of x rays appropriate for inner-shell ionization of Ne, with lasing at 14.6 A, can be obtained from Au targets heated by 100 fs pulses. 11.38 Additional experiments that measure the spectrum and time dependence of x rays emitted from targets heated by short-pulse lasers are desired.
Experiments using a spot focus can also address important kinetic issues for ISPI x-ray lasers. For example, in Mg there is a rapid Auger decay of the 2s hole state. The lower-laser state is a 2p hole and there is a question of whether these two states are in thermal equilibrium via electron and ion collisions. Experiments that measure the ratio of the potential lasing transition, Is hole to 2p hole in singly ionized Mg, to the three corresponding transitions in doubly ionized Mg, where there is an additional electron hole in the 2s, 2p, or 3s level can provide information on thermalization of the 2s and 2p hole states. Our calculaPhys. Plasmas, Vol. 1, No.5, May 1994 .
tions predicted more than a factor of 2 difference in the ratio of the transition with an additional 2p hole to the lasing transition, depending on how large the collisional rate is that connects the 2s and 2p hole states. Information about the ratio of photo pump rates and collisional rates can be obtained from these line ratios. In addition, spot focus experiments can address the question of optimum low-energy filter material and thickness, as well as the role of H in slowing down Auger electrons that can collisionally populate the lower-laser leve1.1o,11
IV. SUMMARY
Optical-field-ionized plasma x-ray lasers appear to be a potential path for achieving low-cost tabletop size x-ray lasing. We calculated that the expected output of OFI lasers are j-LJ pulses at a high repetition rate and that such a laser would find many applications. We discussed a design for lasing in Li-like N at 247 A that addresses the issue of ionization-induced refraction. Clear evidence of lasing in N is calculated for electron densities above 2.5 X 10 19 cm-3 using an input energy of only 150 mJ, provided the electron temperature is of order 10 eV. The question of the electron temperature following field ionization is not clear at this time, with significant differences obtained in the different calculations. There are questions of how much space-charge effects can reduce A TI heating and the amount of collisional heating expected for the low Zions of interest. Recent time-resolved experiments in H-like Li indicate rapid recombination requiring very low temperatures (Te~ 1 eV). These experiments and similar timeintegrated data at RIKEN show faster than linear growth up to lengths of order 2 mm for the La 135 A transition in H-like Li. Propagation is a potential problem in extending the lasing length in this system. Experiments and theoretical work are in progress to address this issue.
Inner-shell photoionization x-ray lasers can operate at very short wavelength, but demonstration of lasing requires more energy than is available from current drivers. However, there are many experiments that can be conducted with existing lasers that test different aspects of this approach to lasing.
